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A B S T R A C T
In this paper a method for moving objects segmentation and tracking from the so-called permanency
matrix is introduced. Our motion-based algorithms enable to obtain the shapes of moving objects in
video sequences starting from those image pixels where a change in their grey levels is detected between
two consecutive frames by means of the permanency values. In the segmentation phase matching
between objects along the image sequence is performed by using fuzzy bi-dimensional rectangular
regions. The tracking phase performs the association between the various fuzzy regions in all the images
through time. Finally, the analysis phase describes motion through a long video sequence. Segmentation,
tracking an analysis phases are enhanced through the use of fuzzy logic techniques, which enable to
work with the uncertainty of the permanency values due to image noise inherent to computer vision.
 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Segmentation, tracking and later analysis of motion of objects in
video sequences is a topic of growing interest in a great variety of
applications [28]. This is why a great effort in research has been
made so far in motion-based computer vision applications
[18,1,38]. Firstly, a motion-based shape extraction from image
sequences is performed (e.g. [23,30,31,5,42], among others). After
that, the tracking of these shapes is done. Generally, these
approaches are based on the fact that the image flow of a moving
object varies spatially as well as temporarily. From most papers
(e.g. [27]) one can guess the idea of coherently grouping spatially
and temporally image pixels into regions based on a common set of
features.
This work is based on fuzzy logic during its three phases. Firstly,
we present some works that use fuzzy logic during the image
segmentation. A fuzzy clustering algorithm named Fuzzy Cluster-
ing/Segmentation Algorithm (FCSA) is introduced [37]. A neuro-
fuzzy image segmentation algorithm complemented by a path
detection architecture is presented in [7]. [32] introduces a* Corresponding author. Tel.: +34 967 599200; fax: +34 967 599224.
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doi:10.1016/j.asoc.2009.08.002segmentation method that directly works on MPEG video format
without decompression. Moreover, there are also some fuzzy
methods for color image segmentation. This is the case of [12]
using the T-LAMDA algorithm, or [22] intended to impulse noise
filtering for color images. An important application field of fuzzy
logic is in medical magnetic resonance image (MRI) segmentation
[41,29,2,34]. Very recently, a new method called fuzzy member-
ship C-means (FMCMs) for segmentation of MRI, and an efficient
program implementation of it to the segmentation of MRI has been
described [19]. According to [43], when noisy image segmentation
is required, fuzzy C-means (FCMs) should be modified such that it
can be less sensitive to noise in an image. In this correspondence, a
robust fuzzy clustering based segmentation method for noisy
images is developed by their authors. In [9] a motion estimation
method in video sequences which uses fuzzy representation of the
grey levels is presented. Motion is characterized by a series of
parameters such as horizontal translation, rotation, and so on.
Respect to image tracking, a fuzzy tracking system for rotation-
invariant image tracking is presented in [39]. This work is suitable
for the implementation of real-time operation. A dual-template
strategy is proposed; only two parallel matched filters and simple
fuzzy logic are employed to construct the fuzzy tracking system.
Another work line is presented in [35]. This paper presents an
image tracking system and its applications for traffic monitoring
and accident detection at road intersections. This work uses the
active contour model approach, Kalman filtering techniques to
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method based on the concept of contour growing. Another image
tracking work is presented in [15]. A fuzzy system is developed to
ponder update decisions both for the trajectories and shapes
estimated for targets from the image regions extracted in the
images. An automatic procedure, based on neuro-fuzzy techniques,
is applied to obtain a set of rules from representative examples.
Lastly, the work by Rodriguez-Benitez [33] introduces a tracking
algorithm that works by using as input an MPEG compressed video.
Their algorithm makes use of fuzzy logic during the tracking phase.
They test its method to track vehicles in complex traffic sequences
obtaining good results in difficult traffic situations. Also, [40]
proposes a new method to detect the moving objects using the
orthogonal Gaussian-Hermite moments. For the segmentation of
moving objects in the moment images, the authors propose a fuzzy
relaxation method and 3D morphological relaxation method.
Finally, the trajectories, speeds and accelerations of moving objects
are analyzed to determine their moving direction.
Firstly, this paper introduces our proper method for spatially
temporally segmenting and tracking rigid and/or non-rigid objects
taking advantage of the inherent motion present in image
sequences [13]. As a novelty, this paper also introduces the first
results of applying fuzzy logic to enhance the analysis of the
moving objects in video sequences. Binary logic does not permit to
express all restrictions that enable to compose an object from
others in an efficient manner [3]. The logic decision rules enable a
reduction of the complexity and a grouping of the spatial objects
into coherent classes [11]. Therefore, fuzzy logic will provide the
management of uncertain data, necessary to correct the possible
errors that appear during the segmentation and tracking phases.
On the other hand, fuzzy logic incorporates the necessary
characteristics for the definition of a linguistic description of the
movement of the objects [44–46].
The method proposed consists of three phases that coincide
with the traditional steps used in computer vision: segmentation,
tracking and analysis, which are described in the following
sections. The following section explains the segmentation phase
of the proposed method. Section 3 introduces the tracking phase,
and the analysis phase is shown in Section 4. The paper ends by
applying the method to two video scenes and then some discussion
and conclusions are offered.
2. Segmentation phase
The first phase is the image sequence Segmentation phase. Here,
the motion vectors of an image [24,25] are used for a later
processing of these vectors to obtain the positions of the moving
objects present in the images of the scene. The position of each
object is represented by means of a fuzzy region that tells where theFig. 1. Example of the permanency matrix. (a) Image 60 of a video seqobject is located. Thus, for each input image a list of n components is
obtained, where n is the number of moving objects detected within
the image. Additionally, the rectangular area of each object of the
scene is calculated (represented by means of a fuzzy region, as it
was mentioned earlier). The following subsections describe the
processes belonging to the segmentation phase.
2.1. Obtaining the permanency matrix
The first step of the Segmentation phase aims to obtain a matrix
of permanency values, which will be called P, for each image of a
sequence by applying the method described in [13], and that is
reproduced in part by means of Algorithm 1. Notice that N and M
are the number of rows and columns, respectively, of the input
image. Also consider that the permanency matrix P starts with all
its values charged at the maximum allowed value of 255. The
minimum value for a cell of the permanency matrix is 0.
Algorithm 1. Obtaining the permanency matrix
The algorithm has to be understood as explained next. If no
motion is detected at a given pixel I½i; j between two consecutive
input images, that is to say, when I½i; j ¼ 0, the permanency matrix
increments its value at ½i; j by a constant value SUM up to the
maximum of 255; while, if motion is detected, the permanency
value is set to 0. In the first case, if no motion persists through time,
the permanency matrix goes gradually incrementing its charge.
Now, when motion is detected, there is an instant discharge [14].
Fig. 1(b) shows the permanency matrix P resulting from the
detection of motion of the moving ball (Fig. 1(a)) in form of the trail
as traced.
2.2. Fuzzification of the permanency matrix
In this second step the permanency matrix P of each image is
fuzzified. For this purpose, previously the fuzzy sets that indicate
how much time has elapsed since there was motion on that pixel areuence and (b) permanency matrix showing the motion of the ball.
Fig. 2. Initial fuzzy sets.
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existence of a large uncertainty inherent to the permanency values
approach, and also as input images carry a lot of noise. In our
approach images are captured by low-resolution surveillance
cameras, and, in general, with a relatively low frame rate of 25
images per second. Fig. 2 shows an example of the kind of fuzzy
sets used.
As you may note, the support is defined from 0 to 255, which are
precisely the values that the permanency matrix cells may take.
The values usually concentrate close to 0, as this is the zone of the
support where the more recent motion is found. The support of
these fuzzy sets is wider as the motion to be detected is quicker.
The result of this process is gotten in the fuzzified matrix F (one per
image).
Algorithm 2. Permanency matrix fuzzification
Algorithm 2 describes the process where the permanency
matrix is completely covered and the fuzzified matrix F is
calculated. Each cell of the fuzzified matrix is assigned the fuzzy
set Ai, which obtains the maximum membership grade to the value
found in the same cell of the permanency matrix P, if there are two
labels with the same membership grade it is selected the smaller
one. This matrix will be used in Section 2.4 to group and to obtain
the fuzzy regions that represent the position of the object.
2.3. Calculation of the fuzzy sets for axes X and Y
The aim of this third step of the Segmentation phase is to
calculate the image zones where there is motion, starting from the
values of the fuzzified matrix F. Bi-dimensional rectangular fuzzy
regions that represent the zone where a moving object is present
are obtained for each image.
Matrix F contains a fuzzy set at each cell. A value close to 0
means that there was motion fewer moments ago. On the other
hand, we will also consider that motion on a pixel is not only
represented by this value, but that it is also influenced by the
motion of its neighbors. For it, in order to calculate motion in a pixel
taking into account its neighboring pixels, an Nx by Ny window is
passed over axes X and Y, respectively. Two matrixes are obtained
this way. The first one is called Wx and it contains the fuzzy sets
obtained when passing the Nx-size window by rows; the other one
contains the fuzzy sets obtained when passing the Ny-size window
by columns (Wy). That is to say, for each position y of each row x the
fuzzy sets which represent the mean of the fuzzy sets from F½x; y
Nx to F½x; yþ Nx are calculated. And, for each position x of each
column y the fuzzy set which represents the mean of the fuzzy sets
from F½x Ny; y to F½xþ Ny; y are calculated (see Fig. 3). Eq. (1)
represents the expression used to perform the calculation of the
value corresponding to cell Wx½x; y. In other words, row x iscompletely covered and the fuzzy set for position y of that row is
calculated. For the calculation of the value of each pixel in column y













As you may notice, the sum of the trapezoidal fuzzy sets that
belong to the previously defined window is performed, and the
result is divided by the number of elements that form that window,
namely ð2NxÞ þ 1. Let A ¼ ½a0; a1; a2; a3 and B ¼ ½b0; b1; b2; b3 be
two trapezoidal fuzzy sets; then, their sum C ¼ ½c0; c1; c2; c3will be
another trapezoidal fuzzy set where c0 ¼ a0 þ b0, c1 ¼ a1 þ b1, c2 ¼
a2 þ b2 and c3 ¼ a3 þ b3. This process is very similar to fuzzy
numbers operations using the extension principle [36]. The
division of a fuzzy set C by a crisp number n is performed by
means of Eq. (3) which obtains as result the fuzzy set R.
R ¼ C
n















Next, it is possible to detect motion as a calculus on a rows and
columns basis. For it, a representative crisp value for motion at
each row starting from matrix Wy and at each column starting
from Wx is searched. This crisp value is named motion indicator.
That is to say, we will synthesize the fuzzy sets of the columns of
matrix Wx in a vector of crisp values of size M called Vx. The same
applies to matrix Wy, obtaining the vector of size N of crisp values
termed Vy. In order to calculate the value for each one of the
vectors Vx and Vy the following considerations are pertinent:
(1) The closer a fuzzy set of Wx or Wy to 0, the more attention it
should be paid to detect motion at this row. This objective may
be performed by means of a defuzzification process of the fuzzy
set [36], or by means of ranking fuzzy sets [6,10]. In this work we
have preferred to use the Mean Of the Maximum (MOM)
defuzzification method [21].
(2) A fuzzy set close to 0 is more relevant when its predecessors
also hold a value close to 0. This is implemented by means of a
weigh factor such that, if the predecessor fuzzy sets of a cell
hold a value close to 0, the weigh factor takes a greater value.
(3) The fuzzy sets far away from 0 are of no importance.
Algorithm 3. Calculating the motion indicator for row K
Fig. 3. Method to obtain Wx and Wy .
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of a column K of matrix Wx. Variable weigh is used to calculate the
weigh value used for each cell. The variable is initialized to 0, and it
goes incrementing or decrementing depending on the fact that the
MOM of the fuzzy set of a given cell (Wx½K; y) is greater than or less
than d, which represents the desired closeness to 0. Variable inc,
representing the quantity that increments or decrements variable
weigh, takes the constant value g. Variable output is the output
crisp value, and each time that MOMðWx½K; yÞ is less than d it is
incremented in (weigh=MOMðWx½K; yÞ). This expression is in
function of weigh and of the defuzzification value Wx½K; y,
considering that:
 The greater the value of weigh, the higher value it provides to
output.
 The lower value MOMðWx½K; yÞ has, the higher value it provides
to output. MOMðWx½K; yÞ is always less or equal to 1, as the fuzzy
sets are normalized. Furthermore, the more motion a fuzzy set
represents, the closer the MOM will be to 0.
The way of using matrix Wy to calculate the motion indicator in
one of its rows is shown in Algorithm 3. Fig. 3 represents how to
obtain vectors Vx and Vy. As you may grasp, in order to calculate
the value, each column or row of Wx and Wy, respectively, is
covered, by applying Algorithm 3. Fig. 4 shows a graphic of a real
example of vectors Vx and Vy. We come to the following
conclusions:
(1) In the zones of the domain of Vx or Vy where there is a moving
object, the values of the motion indicators of the cells are very
high in comparison with the ones where there are no moving
objects.
(2) The maximum values of the motion indicators from one object
to another one may vary considerably (see Fig. 4(a)). Forinstance, consider how from index 342 up to index 399 there is
one object whose maximum is much lower than the maximum
of the object defined from indexes 440 to 493. This really turns
out to be a problem when calculating the fuzzy sets that
represent the zone containing moving elements. Indeed, when
normalizing values, some objects whose maximum values are
low are too low.
(3) There are low output values with no continuity along a studied
axis. This is due to the fact that in that zone there is no real
motion. This occurs due to the noise present in the permanency
values (see Fig. 4(a)). Hence, these values must be ignored.
Vectors Vx and Vy of each image enable to calculate the fuzzy
sets that define the zones where there is motion in axes X and Y.
Fig. 4 aims to represent the way we are performing. The idea
consists in obtaining the fuzzy sets in the zones where there is
continuity of values greater than 0. In order to simplify the
process, again we shall use trapezoidal fuzzy sets. To obtain these
sets, previously the following actions oriented to adequate the
graphic to provide solutions to the mentioned problems are
performed:
(1) There will be a cut in the graphic for all values superior to a.
That is to say, values greater than a are reassigned the value a
(Fig. 4(a)). Due to the layout of the graphic this cut has to take a
great value. In the tests performed in this work the cut has been
established to a 30%.
(2) Next, the graphic is normalized to values between 0 and 1
(Fig. 4(b)). As the superior cut has already been previously
performed, there is less difference between the motion
indicators of the different moving objects.
(3) In order to eliminate low values and those which have no
continuity, an inferior cut is performed to value b. That is to say,
values lower than b are made equal to 0.
Fig. 4. Vector graphics. (a) Raw vectors output, (b) normalized vectors output and (c) final vectors output.
J. Moreno-Garcia et al. / Applied Soft Computing 10 (2010) 318–331322(4) Finally, a new superior cut to value l is performed (Fig. 4(c)).
This cut is used for the calculation of the trapezoidal fuzzy sets.
After applying the previous process on Vx and Vy, two vectors
are obtained, CVx and CVy, which are cut and normalized accordingto the previous description. These new vectors are named cut
vectors (for example, Fig. 4(c)). Algorithm 4 obtains the trapezoidal
fuzzy sets present in vectors CVx and CVy. This algorithm takes as
input a cut vector and gets as output the set of trapezoidal fuzzy
sets FS. The algorithm is run twice, one with CVx and another one
J. Moreno-Garcia et al. / Applied Soft Computing 10 (2010) 318–331 323with CVy, obtaining outputs FSx and FSy. The algorithm firstly
groups consecutive intervals in CV that are different from 0 and
show some more restrictions (Algorithm 4), obtaining the set of
intervals I. Finally, it calculates the output set of fuzzy sets FS,
which get a trapezoidal fuzzy set FS j for each interval I j of I
assigning its four components as indicated by Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 4. Obtaining the trapezoidal fuzzy sets from a cut
vector CV2.4. Obtaining the fuzzy regions of each image
In the previous step FSx and FSy, which contain the trapezoidal
fuzzy sets for axes X and Y, respectively, have been gotten. A fuzzy
region where there may be motion is a region obtained by the fuzzy
sets obtained for axis X with the fuzzy sets obtained for axis Y, that
is, the obtained region is the intersection zone of the projection of
the fuzzy sets of X-axis and Y-axis (FSx and FSy respectively). For
example, Fig. 5 shows an image of a scene with two moving objects.
Both objects cause that two projections appear in axes X (Proy0x and




y). Then, in vectors FSx and FSy two
fuzzy sets appear in each of them, namely FSx ¼ fFS0x ; FS1xg and









This indicates that fuzzy regions that appear as crossing zones of
the obtained fuzzy sets (A, B, C and D in the figure) represent the
zones where there might be an object. As you may notice, not all of
them are moving objects. For instance, in Fig. 5 consider that: (1)
Only one of regions A or B represents an object. (2) Only one of
regions C or D represents an object. (3) Only one of regions A or C
represents an object. (4)Only one of regions B or D represents an
object.In other words, it is easy to interpret that moving objects are in
fuzzy regions A and D, or in B and C. In order to calculate the fuzzy
regions that really represent motion, all of them are estimated by
means of an evaluation function that uses FSx and FSy, as well as the
fuzzified matrix F. Each fuzzy region FRa;b, obtained from fuzzy sets
FSax and FS
b
y is evaluated through Eq. (4). The membership grade of a







MOMðF½i; jÞmFRa;b ðx; yÞ
ð fs3a  fs0aÞð fs3b  fs0bÞ
(4)FSx vector, FSy vector and F matrix.
ft Computing 10 (2010) 318–331mFRa;b ðx; yÞ ¼ ðmFSax ðxÞ;mFSby ðyÞÞ (5)
As it is easy to notice, Eq. (4) is weighed using the MOM of a fuzzy
set [21]. This way, the fuzzy sets with support close to 0 hold a
weigh factor lower than those that have a support far from 0. For
this reason, the fuzzy regions which fulfill the previous restrictions
and which obtain a minimum value in the evaluation function of
Eq. (4) are selected.
3. Tracking phase
During the Tracking phase each object of one image is matched
with the objects of the next image. Some issues have been
considered:
(1) In this phase we consider that, although the quality of the video
may be not quite good (we usually work with 25 frames per
second), an object in one image has to ‘‘touch’’ the same object
in the following image. This is reflected as there must be an
intersection between the rectangular area of one object in an
image and the rectangular area of the same object in the next
images.
(2) Furthermore, in some cases, some objects that have no
correspondence are detected during the scene, gotten due to
some noise in the values of the permanency matrix. When this
is the case, as there is no continuity, the objects are just
disregarded.
(3) Another possible effect is that there are objects that are not
detected in some images of the video stream. This is not a real
J. Moreno-Garcia et al. / Applied So324problem, as there are enough images per second; and, if an
object is not detected in one image, it will be recovered in the
following ones.
So, there is a selection of correct areas – those that have a
correspondence through time – and an elimination of the object
that are ‘‘believed’’ to be wrongly detected. Our method obtains a
structure OBJECTS for each image. The objects of OBJECTS are
substituted by their area and each object in OBJECTS is added
sequentially in the sequence seq. Here, seq is a sequence that
contains the objects of each image represented by means of their
rectangular area. The idea underlying the process consists in
selecting one object of the image of seq, and to recover the rest of
the images in order to find the object in the images. Thus, a
matching of the object is performed through the image
sequence. The objects matched in the sequence are erased,
and the process is repeated for each one of the objects present in
the first image.
The next step is to select an object kept on the second image of
seq and to perform the same process. There are two possible cases:
(1) There are no more objects in the second image, as all the objects
of the first image have been matched to the objects of the second
one. Now, the process continues with the third image of seq. (2)
There are still some objects; so, the process is repeated. The same
process is repeated for all images of seq. As a result, we obtain a list
of all the matched objects along the images, which are represented
as rectangular areas.
Algorithm 5. Tracking phase
Fig. 6. Substraction between fuzzy sets.
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The variable objects is a list containing the detected objects.
Initially it is empty (ob jects u). The first while is used to cover seq,
and with the first if sentence we check if there is an object in the
first image of the sequence (seq½1) of seq. If it is empty, the first
sequence is eliminated and by means of the previous while the
process goes on with the next image. If there is any object, it is
gotten from the first image and it is matched with the rest of the
images of the sequence. L is a list that contains the objects detected
along time; initially it is empty and the first object is added, that is
the one with the variable area. Next, seq is covered by means of the
for to look for the equivalent object of the variable area along seq.
The next while loop is used to search the equivalent object in the
image corresponding to the for loop (seq½i½ j). This means that
within image i object j is accessed. If the area common to both
objects, area and seq½i½ j, is greater than constant common, we
assume that there is only one same object. In this case, the object is
added to L (L Lþ seq½i½ j). Value area is assigned to seq½i½ j in
order to compare the area of the last detected object during the
next iteration (area seq½i½ j). Now, seq½i½ j is eliminated from seq
as this object has just been matched (Eliminate seq½i½ j from seq)
and the variable that stops the iterations of the w hile loop is set to
TRUE ( found TRUE). If the previous condition is not fulfilled the
search continues in the objects of seq.
The last action of this phase consists in eliminating the objects
from objects that have not been detected during a minimum time
interval. This is performed by means of a parameter duration,
which controls the minimum duration of the object in the video. If
it lasts less time, it is eliminated through the last for loop.
4. Analysis phase
The aim of Analysis phase is to describe the movements of the
objects throughout the video sequence. In this paper a first
approach for this phase is introduced, as we are still actively
working on it. The previous phase obtained a list Q containing the
positions of the moving objects on each image in form of
rectangular and bi-dimensional fuzzy regions. In this last phase,
trapezoidal fuzzy sets are also used to describe the movement over
each dimension (‘ ‘how much the object has moved’’), and a sign
that indicates ‘‘the direction of the movement’’.
Firstly, the subtraction of fuzzy sets of each axis between two
consecutive images is used to calculate ‘‘how much the object has
moved’’. Fig. 6 shows how this subtraction is performed. FSi and
FSiþ1 are trapezoidal fuzzy sets of an axis obtained at time instants i
and iþ 1, respectively. FSi is represented by continuous and heavy
outlines, while discontinuous and heavy outlines are used for FSiþ1.
There are four possible cases: (a) FSiþ1 < FSi (Fig. 6(a)), (b)
FSi < FSiþ1 (Fig. 6(b)), (c) FSi FSiþ1 (Fig. 6(c)), and, (d) FSiþ1 FSi
(Fig. 6(d)). For the three first cases, the substraction of FSiþ1 support
minus FSi support is the FSiþ1 support that does not belong to FSi
(the obtained fuzzy set D ¼ ½d0;d1; d2; d3 is projected on the X-axis
in Fig. 6), while for the last case, the substraction is the empty set
(FSiþ1 is included in FSi).
To calculate ‘‘the direction of the movement’’ in the X-axis, it is
considered that the smallest domain values indicate that the object
is more to the left, and the greater domain values show that the
object is more to the right. The symbol
00 is used to represent a
movement from right to left, whereas the symbol
0+0 means a
movement from left to right (Fig. 7). Also, in the Y-axis, a movement
from top to down is indicated by using the symbol
0+0, and a
movement from down to top is represented by using the symbol
00.
The objects found are ignored when there is no displacement, that is
to say, when the substraction of two fuzzy sets is empty (FSiþ1 FSi).
In the third case (Fig. 6(c)), the obtained support is divided into two
parts; two fuzzy sets are obtained. Then we select the left fuzzy set if
J. Moreno-Garcia et al. / Appliedthe direction is
00, or the right one if the direction is
0+0. For each axis E
(being E equal to X or Y), and for each image i, a tuple SEi ¼
< sign;DEi > that represents how much the object i has displaced (by
using the fuzzy set DEi ) and the direction of the displacement by using
the sign is obtained.
Algorithm 6. Analysis phase
Algorithm 6 shows the behavior of the A nalysis phase. For each
object – element of Q – its displacement is calculated from an
image to the following one by using the substraction of fuzzy sets.
For it, the algorithm uses function Movement that obtains the tuple




i ). The sign is
assigned to in when FSiþ1 FSi (Fig. 6(d)). The sentences SXi ¼
MoðQ j1i ðXÞ;Q
j




i ðYÞÞ are used to
calculate the displacements for both axes, where Q
j
i ðdimÞ is the
fuzzy region j for image i and dim is the dimension (X or Y). The
result is a list with as many elements as objects there are present in
Table 1
Ball displacements in the video scene.
Image Sign DYi Sign D
X
i
36  [190, 191, 192, 192]  [304, 305, 314, 314]
37  [189, 190, 190, 190] þ [319, 319, 319, 319]
39 in  [271, 272, 281, 281]
40  [189, 190, 190, 190]  [261, 262, 271, 271]
41  [188, 189, 189, 189]  [252, 254, 261, 261]
42 in  [242, 243, 252, 252]
43  [187, 188, 188, 188]  [231, 232, 242, 242]
44 in  [222, 224, 231, 231]
45  [186, 187, 187, 187]  [214, 216, 222, 222]
46 in  [204, 207, 214, 214]
47 in  [195, 197, 204, 204]
48  [185, 186, 186, 186]  [180, 182, 195, 195]
50 in  [166, 167, 181, 181]
51  [184, 185, 185, 185]  [155, 156, 166, 166]
52  [184, 184, 184, 184]  [141, 142, 155, 155]
53  [182, 183, 184, 184]  [140, 141, 141, 141]
54  [182, 182, 182, 182]  [131, 134, 140, 140]
55  [181, 182, 182, 182]  [126, 127, 131, 131]
Fig. 7. Direction of the movement.
J. Moreno-Garcia et al. / Applied Soft Computing 10 (2010) 318–331326the scene. The displacement of each object in an image is
represented as two tuples SXi and S
Y
i .
The results of this phase allow us to study how the objects have
moved. The objects’ speeds can also be calculated by means of the
distance between the fuzzy sets DEi and D
E
iþ1. But this issue is out of
the scope of this paper.
5. Data and results
Two examples are used to test the validity of the method
proposed, these examples have not occlusions, occlusions will be
studied in future works. The first one uses a video sequence that
shows a ball rolling from the right the left of the scene (remember
Fig. 1(a)). The quality of the video is acceptable; thus, the
permanency matrix does not contain much noise (Fig. 1(b)). There
is a trail at the top right corner and a small shade at the bottom
right corner when the ball is initiating its movement. The
parameters used for this example are the following ones:
Nx ¼ 5, Ny ¼ 5, a ¼ 0:3, b ¼ 0:05, g ¼ 0:15, MaxZeroes ¼ 8 and
MinLenght ¼ 5.
The Segmentation phase performs correctly, as the moving ball is
properly detected. In addition, there are no erroneously detectedFig. 8. Fuzzy regions for images 35, 49objects in the scene. Fig. 8 shows the fuzzy regions as found in four
images of the video sequence for this first example. As you may
notice, the ball is located in the first image when it enters into the
scene, and it is situated in a central position in the second image
(image 49). Next, the ball is approaching to the left of the image,
and, finally, it is leaving the scene. The ball is correctly detected
throughout the whole video sequence.
During the Analysis phase the results shown in Table 1 are
obtained. For the purpose of simplification, this table only shows
the outputs obtained for images 36–55. All displacements DYi and
DXi are correctly distributed throughout their axes. The direction
gotten for both axes is, since the ball rolls from right to left (from
½271;272;281;281 to ½126;127;131;131), and the ball slightly
ascends (from ½271;272;281;281 to ½126;127;131;131).
The second example is a video scene obtained from the web
page ‘‘http://www.cvg.cs.rdg.ac.uk/datasets/index.html’’. This is a, 63 and 74 of the first example.
Fig. 9. Input images 61, 73, 85 and 98 of the second example.
J. Moreno-Garcia et al. / Applied Soft Computing 10 (2010) 318–331 327surveillance video sequence where a car appears at the right of the
image sequence and a pedestrian walks from left to right (Fig. 9).
The video quality is rather poor, and this causes that the
permanency matrix holds a lot of noise (Fig. 10). More precisely,Fig. 10. Permanency matrix for images 61,the contour of non-moving objects (e.g. buildings) is also
segmented. The real movement is represented by means of two
black trails; the central one is due to the pedestrian’s motion, and
the right inferior corner trail is caused by the car entering into the73, 85 and 98 of the second example.
Fig. 11. Car and pedestrian fuzzy regions for images 61, 73, 85 and 98 of the second example.
Table 3
Car displacements detected.
Image Sign DXi Sign D
Y
i
61 þ [711, 714, 715, 720] þ [485, 486, 487, 488]
62  [708, 709, 711, 714]  [482, 485, 485, 486]
63  [705, 708, 708, 709] in
64  [702, 705, 705, 708]  [473, 482, 482, 484]
J. Moreno-Garcia et al. / Applied Soft Computing 10 (2010) 318–331328scene. The parameters used in this case are the following ones:
Nx ¼ 5, Ny ¼ 5, a ¼ 0:3, b ¼ 0:0015, g ¼ 0:40, MaxZeroes ¼ 3 and
MinLenght ¼ 10.
Again, the performance of the Segmentation phase is rather
correct, as the two moving objects of the scene (car and pedestrian)
are correctly detected in most images. Nevertheless, nonexistent
motion is detected in the images as a result of the noise in the
permanency matrix. Also, in some images the fuzzy regions do not
hold the appropriate size. Nevertheless, these problems are solved
in the following phases. Fig. 11 shows the positions of the fuzzy
regions obtained in four video images for the car and the
pedestrian by using a black box. As you can see, our method
locates the position of the car in each image, and the pedestrian isTable 2
Pedestrian displacements detected.
Image Sign DXi Sign D
Y
i
61 þ [379, 384, 380, 386] þ [340, 340, 340, 346]
62 in in
64 þ [340, 340, 340, 346]
65 in þ [398, 400, 398, 402]
66 in þ [398, 402, 402, 403]
67 þ [381, 384, 384, 386] in
68 þ [382, 386, 386, 389] in
69 þ [398, 403, 398, 450]
72 in þ [398, 400, 400, 426]
73 þ [398, 426, 426, 430]
76 þ [396, 402, 402, 420]
77 þ [387, 389, 399, 405] in
78 þ [396, 420, 398, 424]
81 in þ [391, 419, 398, 424]
82 þ [401, 403, 403, 404] in
85 þ [403, 404, 409, 411] þ [398, 407, 398, 431]
87 þ [409, 411, 413, 415] þ [398, 431, 398, 433]
90 þ [413, 415, 423, 429] in
91 in
93 þ [423, 429, 429, 434] þ [398, 425, 425, 427]also found. Tracking phase matches correctly the objects through-
out the images of the video sequence. The fuzzy regions that
represent non-real motion are perfectly deleted.
Table 2 (pedestrian) and Table 3 (car) show the output obtained
at the Analysis phase. Again, we only offer the obtained output for65  [697, 699, 702, 706]  [473, 473, 473, 482]
66  [692, 695, 697, 699]  [471, 474, 473, 481]
67  [690, 692, 692, 695] þ [512, 519, 558, 575]
69  [683, 686, 690, 693]  [469, 478, 473, 480]
70  [681, 683, 683, 686] þ [507, 515, 508, 516]
71  [678, 681, 681, 684] þ [508, 516, 516, 525]
72  [675, 677, 678, 681]  [458, 460, 469, 475]
74  [669, 672, 675, 677]  [457, 458, 458, 460]
75  [667, 669, 669, 672]  [455, 458, 457, 458]
76  [664, 667, 667, 669]  [454, 455, 455, 458]
77  [661, 664, 664, 734]  [453, 455, 454, 455]
78  [659, 661, 661, 709]  [451, 454, 453, 455]
79  [657, 659, 659, 662]  [451, 451, 451, 454]
80  [655, 657, 657, 662] in
81  [652, 655, 655, 720]  [450, 451, 451, 452]
82  [650, 652, 652, 714]  [449, 450, 450, 452]
83  [647, 650, 650, 715]  [447, 449, 449, 450]
84  [646, 647, 647, 650] in
85  [644, 646, 646, 649]  [446, 447, 447, 449]
89  [635, 639, 644, 707]  [442, 445, 446, 447]
90  [633, 635, 635, 639]  [441, 442, 442, 445]
91 þ [758, 764, 758, 767] in
92 in  [440, 441, 441, 443]
93 þ [758, 767, 767, 767]  [438, 441, 440, 441]
94  [638, 685, 758, 767] in
95  [638, 684, 758, 767]  [344, 355, 438, 441]
Fig. 12. Car displacements for images 61–69.
J. Moreno-Garcia et al. / Applied Soft Computing 10 (2010) 318–331 329images 61–95. In the case of the pedestrian (Table 2), the direction
(sign) in the Y-axis is alternated between in, þ and . This is
because the pedestrian has no vertical displacement; he is walking
parallel to the X-axis. The alteration in the values is based on the DXi
obtained support. With respect to the X-axis, the obtained output
indicates that the pedestrian is walking from left to right (sign þ),
and how at each time instant he is approaching the right side (see
the support of DYi ). In relation to the car (Table 3), along the X-axis,
the sign takes value. This occurs as the displacement is from right
to left (see the support of fuzzy set DXi and Fig. 12), just as the car is
entering into the scene from the right. For the Y-axis, the obtained
output shows how the car is moving upwards.
6. Discussion
A new fuzzy logic method in order to build an artificial vision
system has been presented. The proposed technique can be
considered full fuzzy logic based since fuzzy logic is used during
the complete procedure and this fact is justified considering the
existence of a large amount of uncertainty and noise associated to
permanency values and test images. Similarly to Zhou and Zhang
[47], in this work a fully automatic method is developed. In the
initial stage motion vectors are obtained from the input sequence
and after that segmentation, tracking and analysis phases are
performed.
The motion vectors of an image are used as input to the artificial
vision system and this data is considered a 2D approach to motion
estimation. In this kind of approaches, motion estimation is obtained
from motion of brightness or intensity patterns in the image and
there exists a general restriction: the intensity of the image along the
motion trajectory must be constant. In other words, changes
through time in the intensity of a pixel are only due to motion.
Nevertheless, this restriction does not affect our model because the
proposed algorithms are prepared to work in those situations.
To establish a comparison with other motion field estimation
techniques (the main approach in motion detection) gradient-
based techniques are studied. These methods (e.g. [16]) are
computationally efficient and satisfactory motion estimation is
obtained. But, unfortunately, the common disadvantage of these
approaches is the change in illumination. Therefore, the robustness
of these methods is usually improved by using regions instead of
pixels. In general, these methods are less sensitive to noise than
gradient-based methods. Our particular approach takes advantage
of this fact and uses all available neighbourhood state information
as well as the proper motion information. On the other hand, our
method is not affected by the greatest disadvantage of region-
based methods. Our model does not depend on the pattern of
translation motion. In effect, in region-based methods (e.g. [17]),
regions have to remain quite small so that the translation pattern
remains valid.
Once the necessary input data is available in the segmentation
phase, motion vectors are fuzzified and the fuzzy regions that
represent the objects are obtained. If N and M represent the
number of rows and columns of the input image, respectively, the
authors consider this stage has an O(N M) complexity and that is
because the permanency matrix (Section 2.1) is obtained with
computational complexity of O(N M), the fuzzification takes the
same time complexity (Section 2.2) and this is also the case in thecalculation process of the fuzzy sets (Section 2.3). Nevertheless,
other techniques are less efficient because they require more
processing steps. For example, Zhou and Zhang [47] present a
method that needs spatial segmentation and motion segmenta-
tion. The spatial segmentation is based on probabilistic Fuzzy C-
means clustering and Gibbs sampling. The segmented mask
obtained is then refined by taking into account motion informa-
tion. More concretely, the motion vectors are calculated using a
block matching method based on phase correlation and also the
texture feature is utilized during motion segmentation. The motion
features and their spatial relationships are used to associate the
segmented regions to form video objects.
With respect to the tracking process defined, it must be said
that each object in an image is correctly matched with an object in
the next image. Besides, boundaries are well approximated while
this is a typical problem in other methods as described in [47]. We
directly establish correspondences without any training phase,
thus obtaining a faster approach than others like the one presented
in [47], where time is consumed in a learning phase to build a
membership matrix for each frame, reaching good results if the
segmentation is correct.
Bhattacharyya et al. [4] propose a variation of this method for
high-speed tracking of objects through the computation of optical
flow fields. Optical flow assumes that intensity variations are solely
due to image motions and this fact causes limitations of the optical
flow field technique [16]. The authors’ approach improves the time
efficiency of the flow computation procedure by incorporating
fuzzy set theoretic concepts. The main problem of this process is
the determination of the optimum size of the search window
around the point of interest, such that the tracked point does not
fall outside the moving object. Besides this method there are other
known methods where efficiency depends on the number of
objects present in the scene. Our method is able to track several
objects without increasing the complexity and without reduction
of the quality of results, and, the increase of the complexity only
occurs when the number of objects is quite high. On the contrary,
there are some methods that are useful for tracking isolated targets
in videos. For instance, in a paper by Kima and Park [20], the
authors propose a novel object detection algorithm for tracking a
moving object in an image sequence.
With respect to the motion analysis, we propose the use of
fuzzy logic, allowing the selected representation method to be
descriptive and qualitative. In this first approach, the displacement
of the objects is obtained and the object’s velocity in a qualitative
mode is also gotten. Besides, fuzzy logic allows managing a great
number of operations that can be incorporated in our analysis to
improve it and to obtain more information. In this same direction,
Cavallaro [8] introduces a content-based video encoding frame-
work, which is based on semantic analysis, obtaining high-level
descriptors, without using fuzzy logic.
7. Conclusions
In this paper a new method for locating moving objects in a
video sequence has been introduced. The input data are the
permanency values of an image. The process consists of three
phases (segmentation, tracking and analysis), all of them based on
fuzzy logic.
J. Moreno-Garcia et al. / Applied Soft Computing 10 (2010) 318–331330The Segmentation phase is performed by calculating rectan-
gular fuzzy regions that indicate the zones containing motion. The
use of fuzzy logic in the segmentation process helps to deal with
the noise inherent to images captured as grey levels. The initial
fuzzy sets are defined a priori (Fig. 2). This allows us to define them
according to the speed of the objects being detected. The greater
the speed of the objects, the greater the fuzzy sets support;
especially the sets close to zero. In order to detect motion, it is
accumulated by rows and columns in two crisp vectors, one vector
per dimension. After that, the fuzzy sets for each axis are
calculated, then the fuzzy regions that represent the moving
objects are gotten.
The Tracking phase is based on the fuzzy regions intersection
(objects intersection), as we suppose that an object in one image
has to ‘‘touch’’ the same object in the following image. In this phase
the ‘‘nonexistent objects’’ detected by our method are disregarded.
Finally, the fuzzy sets named displacement for each image axis
are calculated in the Analysis phase. Each set is associated a sign
that indicates the direction of the movement in the axis, and
represents the displacement in this image between two
consecutive images. This structure allows us to calculate the
object’s velocity. The use of fuzzy sets makes this phase more
descriptive, although it is precisely the phase which we have
developed less so far.
The proposed method works correctly in videos with a certain
quality, as the absence of noise enables a better detection of the
moving objects in the image. In video sequences with much noise,
the S egmentation phase locates nonexistent objects and the
objects size is not always the correct one. This is solved in the
tracking and analysis phases. The method introduced allows to
describe automatically the motion of the objects in the video
sequence starting from the permanency values [26].
As future work, our intention is to improve the Analysis phase in
order to make it much more descriptive. The Tracking phase will be
modified to do a local search from the fuzzy regions obtained in the
previous images, and we will create a method to fit the fuzzy
regions. Another research line is to develop a method for
automatically setting up the parameters of the algorithm.
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